One of the top players in our business segments

- Aerostructures
- Business Class seats
- First Class seats
- Pilot seats

STELIA Aerospace, AN AEROSPACE GLOBAL PARTNER

6 100
EMPLOYEES

€2B
REVENUES (2015)

€100M
R&D INVESTMENT
GLOBAL PRESENCE AND CUSTOMER INTIMACY

- Headquarters - Engineering: 600
- 4 Manufacturing sites
- 6 Worldwide subsidiaries
- 6 Commercial Offices
- 1 Supply Chain Management

- Engineers worldwide: 1100
- Employees in best cost countries: 600
- In North America for customers intimacy: 600
Location: STELIA Aerospace Tunisia is located in the southern part of Tunis, in the middle of an Aeronautic Park composed of 8 entities.

STELIA investment: 45M€ + 30M€ on going (2016-2018)

Total Shopfloor Surface – 2 buildings: 10 000 m² + 3 200 m².

Staff: 850 employees. 25% White collars.

Production activities:
- Simple & Complex subassembly for SA
- Small & Medium Aluminum parts machining

Shared Service activity:
- providing the Group with high added value Services such as
  - Engineering Office (Design, Stress, Concessions)
  - Automatic machine Programming
  - Industrialization
  - IT
  - PE supply management

Customers: AIRBUS

The Workforce:
- Young motivated Technicians & Engineers
  - Trained during 4 months at a state-owned training center for Aeronautics
  - Internal additional training if needed

Transport & Infrastructure:
- Products are shipped by boat to Marseille. Transit time is 5 days to north of France
- Highway/road network connect the industrial area to the Port of Tunis
IN TUNISIA... A UNIQUE AERONAUTIC PARC

Logistics

Aluminium Material

Composite Assembly

Elementary Parts Machining

Tools & Jigs

Maintenance

Surface treatment & protection

Aluminium sheets forming

Local lean Supply chain based on a fully integrated park from Raw material supply up to WP. The logistic partner is a key player

Shared Investments, Means and Costs

Objective: a competitive lever to allow STELIA and Partners to develop the business with New Customers

On a yearly base, more than 2.5 millions parts flow through the different entities of the Park

Weekly outbound: 24 trucks / inbound 28 trucks
STELIA AEROSPACE TUNISIA... TOMORROW

A320 Single Aisle Production ramp up

A350 XWB Production ramp up

Etc...

Nex BELUGA